
Practice midterm questions

COMP-202A, Fall 2011, All Sections

These questions are not necessarily the same as a midterm as they aren’t necessarily exactly representative of
the degree of difficulty, length, or material of the exam. That is, you should not assume that the questions on
the exam will be exactly like these. However, doing these ON PAPER will help aide you in studying.
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Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
For each of the following expressions, write the type and value:

• 3 + 2

• 3 + 2 * 4

• 1 / 2 % 5

• true || !(false)

• true || 1 < 2

• false || !(true || false)

• 3 < 4 + 2 && (!true || !(4 > 3))

• "3" + 2 + ’c’

• ’x’ < ’A’ && ’x’ > ’Z’

Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
For each of the following, write a boolean expression representing it. Note that it should just be an
expression, NOT an if statement. The first one is done for you.

• If x is an int, whether x is less than 10. answer:x < 10

• If x is a String whether the String x has at least 5 characters

• If x is a char whether x is an alphanumeric character (i.e. either a number of a letter)

• If x is a char and y is an int whether x is a numeric symbol and the value of the symbol is the same
as the value of y

• If x is a double whether it is bigger in absolute value than 5. Do not use the Math.abs() method

• Now use the Math.abs method for the above

• If x and y are both booleans, test whether 1 of them is true but not both of them

Warm-up Question 3 (0 points)
Write a class ComplexNumber. A ComplexNumber should have two private properties: a real part and a
complex part. Both of these parts should be double and will represent the real and complex part of a
complex number. For example, the number 1 + 2i would be stored with 1 as the real part and 2 as the
complex part.

Write public getters and setters for both of these properties.

Write a constructor that takes 2 doubles as input representing the real and complex parts.

Write a static method add that takes as input 2 ComplexNumbers and creates a THIRD ComplexNumber
created by adding the real parts of the numbers togegther as well as the complex parts. The method
should return this new ComplexNumber Hint: You’ll have to call the constructor you created for this.

Write a method multiply that will be identical to add except it will multiply 2 ComplexNumber The way
to multiply 2 complex numbers is the following:

If my first number is written a + bi and my second number is written as c + di then my final result
will be a complex number with result (ad - bi) + (bc +ad)i That is, it will be a 3rd complex number
with real part of ad-bi and complex part of bc + ad

Now, in a different class, create a ComplexNumber with value 0 + 1i. Verify that if you multiply this
number by itself, that the resulting ComplexNumber has a real part of -1 and a complex part of 0.
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Warm-up Question 4 (0 points)
Consider the following classes. You don’t need to worry about how the computations are done, just
what is done. Hence the code in between defining the methods is ommitted, but a comment is before
saying what the method does.

//The purpose of this class is to define an Object that is a SmartArray
//When you create a SmartIntArray, you will be able to use it like an array,
//except it will be easier to add and remove elements unlike a normal array.
public class SmartIntArray {

//create a new SmartIntArray. By default, the size is 0 until you add anything.
public SmartIntArray() { ... }

//gets the number of values in the array
public int size()

//add a value to the SmartIntArray
public void add(int newValue) { ... }

//get the value at an index of SmartIntArray
public int getAt(int index) { ... }

//set the value at an index of the array
public void set(int index, int value)

//removes the value at a certain index of the array. Everything else is shifted over to the left
public void removeAt(int index)

//returns a NEW array that is the original array sorted in increasing order
public SmartIntArray sort()

}

Using the SmartIntArray class, write a program StudentGrades which should have the following:

• Write a static method countPasses. This method should take as input a SmartIntArray and
should count how many grades are greater than 50 in the SmartIntArray. It should return this
count.

• Write a static method calculateMean. This method should take as input a SmartIntArray and
calculate the average grade. It should return a double.

• Write a static method calculateMedian This method should take as input a SmartIntArray and
calculate the median grade and return it. Note that if there are an even number of students, then
the median grade is the average of the 2 grades closest to the middle. If there are an odd number
of students, then the median grade is the one in the middle.

• Write a main method that asks the user to continue to enter numbers until the number is less than
0 (since no grade can be less than 0). Your program should then initialize a new SmartIntArray.
Then, it should use a Scanner to read from the keyboard. Whenever a number is added, you should
add it to the SmartIntArray. Once the user has entered a number less than 0, you should calculate
the mean, median, as well as the number of students passing. You should then output these values
as well as how many percent of students passed the course.

Warm-up Question 5 (0 points)
For some practice with arrays, write the following methods:

• Write a method countPositive that takes as input an int[] and returns the number of positive
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values in the array.

• Write a method countCloseTo that takes as input a double[] , a double target and a double
epsilon and outputs how many times the values in the array are within epsilon of target

• Write a method doubleValues that takes as input a double[] and doubles every value in the array.
It should then return the doubled array.

• Write a method removeFirst that takes as input a double[] and returns a new array which is the
same as the original, but with the first value removed (and thus should have size one less than the
original)

• Write a method reverse that takes as input a boolean array and reverse the order of all the values.
It should then return a different boolean array.

• Write a method computeSum that takes as input an int[] and calculates the sum of all the values
in the array.

• Write a method removeAt that takes as input a int[] and an int index and removes from the
array the value at the int index spot. This will involve creating a new array. It should return this
new array.

• Write a method removeTarget that takes as input a int[] and an int target and removes ALL
occurrences of the value target from the int[] Remember that you can use the removeAt method
from the last part.

• (HARD) Write a method sort that takes as input a double[] and sorts it in increasing value,
returning the new array. One way to sort an array is the following:

1. First, put the smallest value into the first spot of the array. You can do this by finding the
smallest value in the array from 0 up to length - 1 . Then swap values in the array so that the
smallest is in the front.

2. Next put the 2nd smallest value into the 2nd spot of the array. You can do this by finding the
smallest value in the array from ONE up to length - 1. Then swap the values in the array so
that the smallest is in the 1st index spot.

3. Next put the 3rd smallest value into the 3rd spot of the array. You can do this by finding the
smallest value in the array from TWO up to length - 1. Then swap valus in the array so that
the samllest is in the 2nd index spot.

A useful method to write to avoid nested loops is placeNthNumber which takes as input an int[]
and an int index . It should then find the smallest value in the array from index until the length
of the array -1 and return a new array which is the same as the old one, except the value at index
is the smallest value from index until the end of the array.
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